*** Call Out: New Commissions ***
Seeking… visual artists, graphic story-tellers, translators between
technological and human worlds, data visualisers, and de-mystifiers of
complex systems ... for a series of paid commissions to help capture and tell the
story of social change and neighbourhood transition.
(1) Introduction
Knowle West Media Centre (KWMC) is a digital arts charity based in Knowle West, a
council-built estate in Bristol. KWMC mixes the arts and digital technologies to
support people to imagine new ideas about how we can live better together,
prototype new approaches, and share the learning across the UK and beyond.
We are bursting with big ideas and beautiful stories about making social change
happen from the ground up – from creating new forms of community-led housing to
democratising digital fabrication technology.
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We have a series of paid commissions to help capture and tell the story of our work,
focused on an eco-system of connected projects which together aim to develop the
social and technological infrastructure for social change at the individual,
neighbourhood, and (if we are so bold) the system level.
These projects include:
•
•
•
•

Unlocking micro-sites for community-led housing and creating a Community
Land Trust;
Developing a new kind of neighbourhood housing factory that puts digital
design and construction technology into the hands of communities;
Creating a distributed market garden that fosters neighbourhood resilience
and inter-species communication;
Developing a ‘kit of parts’ to rehabilitate front gardens to help address the
twin crises of the climate and ecological emergency and the loneliness
epidemic.

Some of these projects are quite technical and knotty. For example: with complex
legal and financial elements, or intricate interactions with technology. However, they
are all powered by human heart and imagination.
Our challenge is how to de-mystify, connect individual parts with the big picture,
connect with a wide range of very different audiences, and reflect and share the
values that drive our mission.
(2) The commissions
We are looking to work with an individual, or small team, with strong graphic,
visualisation, and story-telling skills who are able to develop:
• A distinctive and powerful visual language, aesthetic and narrative for the
individual projects and the connecting themes and overall ‘big picture’;
• Deep-dive into specific projects to de-mystify particular elements or
processes;
• Shape the content to reach different audiences – including local people,
funders, partners, decision-makers and influencers;
• Create outputs and content that can be used in a range of contexts, including
social media, websites, reports, short films and animations;
As well as desk-based work, there can also be opportunities to work in live settings,
either in person where permitted or virtually. These live settings include: out and
about in the neighbourhood, in our making spaces at KWMC The Factory, and as
part of workshops with our crew of co-creators. For example, we are running
workshops where local people are trying out different methods of assembling
digitally fabricated home designs.
At this stage we envision the initial commission to be between £4,000 - £10,000,
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with potential to extend.
(3) How to register your interest
Please send us an email with a PDF (a maximum of two pages) telling us about:
- yourself and your practice
- why you are interested in the commission
- links to examples of your work.
Try to keep it short – we don’t want this to be a massive task for you.
If you have any access needs that require you to submit your proposal in another
format, please get in touch so we can help you find a suitable option. All
applications will be assessed according to the same criteria and submitting in a
different format will not affect your chances of being selected.
We are looking to start the commissions in April 2021. To be considered for the
initial commission(s), please register your interest by 5pm on Monday 15 March
2021 and send your PDF to melissa.mean@kwmc.org.uk
We particularly welcome and encourage applications from those currently
underrepresented in the arts. We are committed to managing a fair and equitable
recruitment process.
Please note, we are keeping this open as a rolling call, and are anticipating further
commissions - on this programme of work and other projects within the KWMC
family. Please do not hesitate to get in touch after 15 March to find out more and/or
register your interest. We are keen to connect with people who are excited about
helping us tell stories in playful and powerful ways.

(4) Have a chat
If you have any questions and/or it would be useful to have a chat before you
register your interest, please do not hesitate to get in contact. You can email
Melissa.mean@kwmc.org.uk or martha.king@kwmc.org.uk
(5) Things we love
We don’t have a fixed idea of the kind of visual language we want to create and are
very open to ideas and approaches. These are just some examples of some of the
things we love and could imagine working in our context and the audiences we are
seeking to connect with.
https://hiddenfolks.com/
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http://welcometocup.org/

https://monachalabi.com/
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(6) Background information
Knowle West is a working-class neighbourhood in South Bristol. When it was first
conceived - almost 100 years ago – it was seen by many as the future of housing.
Founded on Garden City principles and dubbed “the five thousand island forest” by
the workers who built it, the council-built estate is sited on a hill surrounded by wild
green space, and comprises one hundred streets, five thousand homes, and twelve
thousand people.
Its utopian and geographical inheritance continues to shape the neighbourhood
today - creating dislocation and isolation from the rest of the city, but also, a sense
of escape, a pioneering edge-place spirit, and space to tinker. Knowle West bristles
with stories, characters and a rich living heritage.
Outsiders often look at Knowle West, with its high level of deprivation and underinvested public realm, and deem it a place that needs to be ‘fixed’, ‘transformed’, or
even ‘demolished’.
We take a different approach: rather than wholesale demolition or transformation,
we believe Knowle West already has 80% of the assets and knowhow it needs. The
creative and collective challenge is how to best connect and remix that 80%,
identify the specifics and possibilities of the missing 20%, and then develop the
means to make together what is needed to fill the gaps.
-------We Can Make developed from KWMC’s Art Programme, responding to concerns in
the wider Knowle West community about how housing needs were not being met,
and the desire for a more creative, people and asset centred approach.
The research developed through a co-creation arts-led approach with a mix of artist
residencies, public participation, and working with technical experts to explore the
issues and develop possible responses.
The result is We Can Make, which creates community-led affordable homes at the
‘point of need’ by unlocking micro-sites for development. More than just delivering
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“units”, We Can Make creates homes co-designed with people, supports them to
thrive, and nurtures economic and social regeneration in what is one of the most
disadvantaged neighbourhoods in Bristol. In summary, the homes We Can Make
delivers are:
o Genuinely affordable – we build for social rent, with a cap of rents being no
higher than one third of average net income in Knowle West (using Shelter and
the Affordable Housing Commission’s definition of affordable).
o Affordable in perpetuity – the land and buildings are held in a community land
trust for the long-term benefit of the community.
o Truly additional – no developer, housing association, or even council could
unlock the sites we are working with; this kind of “opt-in densification” at the
point of need is only achievable through long-term relationships and trust,
working at an embedded hyper-local level.
o Made locally – we have a particular focus on digital design and construction
(Modern Methods of Construction) and how these can be localised to create
new local jobs, empower communities with the tools to shape their
neighbourhood, and in the process hold onto much more of the value of
development for community wealth building, growing local jobs and skills.
We Can Make represents community-led social innovation in practice. It was named
by The Observer as one of its “New Radicals” of 2018, a bi-annual showcase of the
best initiatives changing Britain for the better.
Here is a short film from Making Together, a recent project in partnership with
Automated Architecture Labs (AUAR), which shows how we like to do things:
https://vimeo.com/475802362/c929231818
https://kwmc.org.uk/projects/wecanmake/
@WeCanMakeHomes
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